
Velocity Sports Performance 
 Aimed at improving strength, speed, and endurance in youth sports, Velocity 
Sports Performance is the one-stop destination for young athlete training. With a 
staff of energetic and experienced trainers, all of whom hold degrees in a related 
field of exercise science, this fitness center caters to young athletes who  are 
serious about improving their sports performance. 

Each personalized program is designed specifically to help improve athletic 
performance, both individually and sport-specific, with carefully measured physical 
training assessments combined with the latest scientific methodology. Velocity 
Sports Performance “makes better athletes.” 

Results 

Why Content Marketing for A Fitness Center 

There are over 30,000 fitness centers in the United States. That’s a lot of 
competition. Gym members are 50% more likely to turn to the Internet to search 
for information and 70% say they prefer to get information about a company from 
content rather than ads. Moreover, gym members pay $10 to $50 more per 
month to go to a conveniently located fitness gym.  

But if you’re not being found online, you’re not even in the game. Before 
LocalVox, Velocity Sports Performance was missing the opportunity. Content is 
what helped Velocity Sports dominate online, sharing on social, email, web, 
directories and search engines.  Content creation is ranked the single most 
effective Search Engine Optimization (SEO) technique by 53%! 

 

Local Online Marketing Made Simple 
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How A Fitness Center Used Content Marketing to Boost 
Search Rankings and Their Local Online Marketing 

Customers reached 

Unique content reads 

285,500 

18,062 

12x 

Improvement in Google 
rankings after using 

LocalVox 

9,665 

Customers they can 
reach through LocalCast 

“LocalVox’s customer service is top shelf and the 
dashboard is incredibly easy to use compared to 
Constant Contact.”  

- Curt Sandoval, Co-Owner

Case Study: 



How Content Marketing Outperforms Pay-Per-Click 
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Based on numerous studies, local SEO outperforms PPC 
campaigns by 16-20x 

Case Study: 

With LocalVox, Velocity Sports Performance can publish long-format native content and with the 

push of a button, syndicate it to local publishers, search engines, directories, email lists, 

Google/Bing/Yahoo news, their website and local deal syndicators like Coupons.com, 8Coupons, 

LocalSaver, the Yellow Pages App and more. Every time they publish, they strengthen their brand 

presence and content footprint and create meaningful interactions with customers – creating 

thousands of interactions with a single click. 

Velocity Sports Performance’s 

Content Marketing on LocalCast: 

 Over 18,000 local customers
have read their Profile,
LocalPosts, or Deals

 Over 4,000 prospects read
their Deals

 Over 13,500 prospects read
their LocalPosts

 Increased profile reads on
NearSay by 308

Over 75% of engagement came 
from content rather than deals 



Managing Local Online Marketing All In One Place 
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An Easy-To-Use Marketing Dashboard that Allows Clients to 
Market to Every Local Touch Point 

Velocity Sports Performance now grows 

and messages its customer community 

everywhere online: 

 Has reached over 285,00 local
customers with their content

 Has increased their Local & Mobile
search rankings by 12x

 Built a list of over 9,500 customers to
reach on email and social media

And saved time and money with just one 
platform and partner 

Case Study: 
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